
《Sweet Marriage: Smart Cute Wife》

C3 Thank You Second Uncle

"I'm very sorry, but the engagement banquet has been cancelled at the last moment, so
that would have taken up everyone's time …" The host stood on stage and announced
with a guilty look on his face.

There was a murmur from below the stage.

Xia Jinsheng immediately looked at Gu Jun, and saw that Gu Jun also had a look of
shock, she seemed to have sensed something and turned her head, and unintentionally
met with that pair of cold eyes that did not contain any emotion.

Gu Nanchen was dressed in a silver grey suit, his footsteps were slow and graceful, his
movements were filled with the aura of a king looking down upon the entire world, the
cold aura exuding from his body made people feel intimidated.

Especially those eyes that were so cold that they didn't have the slightest bit of warmth
in them, it was as if he could see through everything.

When their four eyes met, Xia Jinsheng was immediately terrified. She shifted her
gaze away and obediently called out: "second uncle."

Gu Nanchen's gaze swept across the two people's arms coldly, "En."

Just a single word, filled with arrogance and coldness, forced Lu Jun to pull his hand
back.

Xia Jinsheng secretly pinched Lu Jun and gave him a warning look.

There was no longer any suspense as to who told them to stop the engagement banquet.

Following her arm, her small hands slid down. She linked her fingers with Lu Jun's,
and charmingly said: "second uncle, it's not good to suddenly call for a halt to the
engagement ceremony right?"

Gu Nanchen's expression did not change, he greeted the Master Gu and walked



straight into the hall. He coldly said, "In ten minutes, come and see me."

It didn't take long for Zhang Xuan to know who the person in question was.

Xia Jinsheng's tensed nerves felt as if they were struck by a bullet, causing her heart to
tremble. All the cells clamored: It's over, he's back.

Her heart was beating faster and faster.

Who is Gu Nanchen?

According to what Xia Jinsheng had said five years ago, she was Lady Hui's dream
Prince Charming, the Abyssal Black Demon King among Prince Charming.

He was the Gu family's most outstanding heir. He had taken over the company from a
young age, so his actions were very clean. Needless to say about his background, even
his appearance was very good-looking.

From fifty years old to seven or eight years old, every age group had their own chick.
He was like a husband for all.

Amongst the millions of young girls who dreamed of sleeping with Gu Nanchen, she
was naturally included as well.

But... Remembering what happened four years ago, her thoughts turned slightly, and
she took two deep breaths.

At the door to the room.

Xia Jinsheng first peeked her head in to see if Gu Nanchen was sitting on the sofa,
only then did he relax and go in.

"second uncle." She smiled and pretended to be calm as she sat opposite Gu Nanchen
and observed him from the corner of her eyes.

After not seeing him for four years, time had made this man even more dazzling.

Gu Nanchen put down the report in his hand, and his deep eyes looked straight at her.

Even though it was extremely far away, Xia Jinsheng felt as if all the pores in her body
were blocked, and the pressure made it hard for her to breathe.

"Married?" A cold voice sounded.



"I want to settle down." Without hiding anything, she met his cold eyes. Her exquisite
face carried a hint of happiness and sweetness, and the expression in Gu Nanchen's
eyes grew colder and colder.

"Have you thought it through?"

"Then what?" She intentionally let the atmosphere relax a bit as she said in a playful
tone, "It's rare to meet such a suitable person. It can be considered …"

"Suitable?"

Before Xia Jinsheng could finish her words, she was cut off by a sneer from the man,
"Is it appropriate for him to be intimate with other women at the engagement banquet,
or is it suitable for him to have a lot of little girls at the same time?"

As he spoke, he tossed out a stack of photos.

The women in the photo were all bewitching, but the only similarity between them
was that they were all intimately nestled in Lu Jun's embrace.

Xia Jinsheng's body trembled almost imperceptibly as his fingers tightened, her face
maintaining the smile from before. His fingers slid across the photo twice, "I've
already eaten enough of this vinegar, speaking of which, I still have to thank second
uncle for her teachings four years ago!"

His few words made Gu Nanchen narrow his eyes, and a cold chill burst out from his
entire body, "Xia Jinsheng, is this the reason why you did what you did back then?"

Reason? Xia Jinsheng laughed coldly in her heart.

Only those who had a choice would have a reason. The Gu family valued the outcome,
but did anyone care about her reason?

Xia Jinsheng arranged the photos one by one in her hands, got up from the sofa and
was about to leave, "Thank you second uncle for collecting these photos for me, the
engagement ceremony is still going on, if second uncle is interested, why not …"

Before she could finish her sentence, Xia Jinsheng had already slammed Xia Jinsheng
onto the sofa.

"Have you thought it through?" The man's tone was full of danger.

His hand closed around her delicate chin. The force of his anger was so domineering
that it strangled her.



The faint smell of tobacco filled his nose. The distance between the two of them was
so close that it was disgusting. Xia Jinsheng's breathing stopped for a moment, he took
a deep breath and suppressed the emotions that surged from the bottom of his heart,
"Let go of me!"

"Have you thought it through?" he repeated coldly.

"Can you control it?" She suddenly pushed him, growling in exasperation, "Don't
teach me a lesson with the attitude of an elder. When you stripped me bare and pressed
me on the bed, how come you didn't have the attitude of an elder?"

Gu Nanchen remained silent. The flames in her eyes burned brighter and brighter, and
the hatred he felt seemed to be able to melt her.

With her thin lips just inches away, Xia Jinsheng's heart fiercely trembled. She wanted
to shift her head away, but was unable to move an inch.

With the atmosphere in a stalemate, she saw the right timing and suddenly burst into
laughter. Her eyes were filled with seduction, "What? second uncle, do you still have
feelings for me, or do you miss my body? "
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